
INTRO 
|Cm7    |Ebmaj7   Bb |Ab2    |     Fm7| 
|Cm7    |Ebmaj7   Bb |Ab2    |     Fm7| 
 
VERSE 1 
[Cm7]Everyone seems [Ebmaj7]tethered to the [Bb]wind 
When their [Ab2]plans go awry, all their hope blows away [Fm7] 
[Cm7]And some pretend they are [Ebmaj7]anchored to truth[Bb] 
Yet their [Ab2]emptiness groans when the novelty fades [Fm7] 
 
VERSE 2 
Let my feet find a firm place every time the earth quakes 
Let my eyes see the heavens 
And when our strength is as thin as a thread 
We submit to the rule that brings us back from the dead 
 
CHORUS 
[Ab]'Cause here I am, [Bbsus]hanging on Your [Bb]words, hanging [Gm7]on Your words 
Knowing that [Eb]You're the one sure [Gm7]thing 
[Ab]My universe [Bbsus]hangs upon Your [Bb]words, hangs [Gm7]upon Your words 
When You speak, [Eb]everything chan[Gm7]ges 
 
INSTRUMENTAL 
|Ab    |Bbsus  Bb   |Gm7     |Eb    Gm7| 
|Ab    |Bbsus  Bb   |Gm7     |Eb    Gm7| 
 
REFRAIN 
|Cm    |Fm     |Eb     |Bb/D    | 
|Cm    |Fm     |Eb     |Bb/D    | 
|Ab    |Bb     |Gm     |Eb    Gm| 
|Ab    |Bb     |Gm     |Eb    Gm| 
 
BRIDGE 
In Your plan, everything lives, everything moves 
[Ab]In Your plan, [Bbsus]everything [Bb]lives, every[Gm7]thing moves 
Everything [Eb]shows Your good[Gm7]ness 
[Ab]In Your plan, [Bbsus]everything [Bb]lives, every[Gm7]thing moves 
Everything [Eb]shows Your good[Gm7]ness 
 
INTERLUDE 
|Ab    |Bb     |Gm     |Eb    Gm| 
Oh,             Jesus 
|Ab    |Bb     |Gm     |Eb    Gm| 



Oh,            Jesus 
 
RAP 
Lord, I can hear You knocking, but sin is trying to block it, 
Yet I know that You're not stopping, 'cause You want me more than I could 
Ever ask, ever dream, ever imagine, 
My heart can't fathom this love for which I'm grasping. 
There's no need for asking, Lord do You think I'm beautiful? 
Or, do You think I'm worth it? 'Cause a King died for a servant 
And no, I don't deserve it, but You gathered all my burdens, 
And I can't even tell them why, 
Why You would choose to die, even more be crucified, 
Hang there still alive, Creator of the skies, 
Bridge of the great divide, with divinity in Your eyes, 
And power in Your hands, yet You handed it to man, 
Saying carry out your plan, 'cause I, the Great I AM, 
Have now become the Lamb, I'm now the Son of Man, 
I've now done all I can, to help them to believe, 
To help them to receive, the goal has been achieved, 
The captive is free! 
 
 
 


